The experimental EPISTLE system is intended to provide 'i'ntelligent" functions f o r processing business correspondence and other texts in an ofice environment. This paper focuses on the initial objectives of the system: critiquing written material on points of grammar and style. The overall system is described, with some details of the implementation, the user interface, and the three levels of processing, especially the syntactic parsing of sentences with a computerized English grammar.
The long-term objectives of the EPISTLE project are to provide office workers, particularly middle-level managers, with a variety of application packages to help them interact with natural language texts. Initially we are focusing on business letters and on the first of two classes of applications. This first class will provide services for the author, initially furnishing critiques of a draft of a letter or other text, and eventually helping him write an initial draft based on a terse statement of what he wants to say. The second class of applications will deal with incoming texts, synopsizing letter contents, highlighting portions known to be of interest, and automatically generating index terms based on conceptual or thematic characteristics rather than key words.
In its current experimental form, the EPISTLE system addresses only the tasks of grammar and style checking of texts written in English.
Grammar checking deals with such errors as lack of number agreement between subject and verb; style checking points out such 0 Copyright 1982 by International Business Machines Corporation. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted without payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copyright notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract, but no other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed royalty free without further permission by computer-based and other information-service systems. Permission to republish any other portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor.
problems as overly complex sentences. Even in this limited form, the system is still under development and is not available for general use at this time.
The processing in EPISTLE is done at three levels. Word level processing is mostly a matter of efficient dictionary lookup, but also includes handling of suffixes and prefixes. The information retrieved from the dictionary provides parts of speech and other attributes of words needed for later processing. Grammar checking is done by a general language processing system that attempts to parse each sentence according to the rules of English grammar. If any rules have to be relaxed to bring about a parse, a grammar error is noted. Style processing uses the parse trees developed during grammar checking to detect potential problems in exposition.
This paper begins with a description of the natural language processing system that underlies EPISTLE, along with a discussion of the user interface developed for this application. Then the processing is described for each of the three levels. Most emphasis is placed on the grammar processing because it is considered to be the central element. Finally, the current status of the system and both our immediate and longer-range plans are discussed. Earlier descriptions of EPISTLE can be found in Miller' and in Miller, Heidorn, and Jensen.*
Overview of the EPISTLE system
EPISTLE is built upon a general language processing system called NLP, which is used here primarily to parse English sentences, i.e., to determine their syntactic structures. In this section, NLP is discussed first and then the EPISTLE user interface is described.
The NLP natural language processing system
NLP is based on the concept of augmented phrase structure grammar (APSG).3'4 The current implementation is embedded in the Yorktown LISP system, a revision of LISP/370,' and, for EPISTLE, requires a four-megabyte virtual machine under VM/370. (However, a new version of NLP is being implemented in PL/I and should be able to run EPISTLE in about 500K bytes.)
The basic units of data in NLP are attribute-value pairs, which are grouped into records. Named records initially hold static information; segment records hold dynamic information and are created and destroyed during processing. Most of the attribute values in a record, except those low-level records associated with individual words, are pointers to other records, thus forming a network of information called a "record structure." Processing in NLP is specified by augmented phrase structure rules. There are decoding rules that specify how input text is to be The NLP system consists of a rule translator and a run-time environment with two processing algorithms. The translator converts NLP rules into LISP functions, which are then compiled into System/370 machine code by the LISP compiler. The two run-time algorithms apply the decoding and encoding rules. The decoding algorithm operates in a left-to-right, bottom-up, parallel-processing fashion, similar to a syntax-directed compiler, but with the addition of nondeterminism. The encoding algorithm operates in a top-down, serial-processing fashion, producing output from left to right.
Until last year, dictionary processing in NLP used a named record for each word stem, with attributes for parts of speech and valid suffixes, along with morphological decoding rules that specified how the individual characters in an input text were assembled into words. Now, in order to make the system's vocabulary essentially unlimited, it uses a standard on-line dictionary of over 100 000 entries, in which it finds the parts of speech. A separate routine does some morphological processing for prefixes and suffixes. Currently, NLP gets most of its word information from this on-line dictionary. A small file of named records is still maintained for some function words and syntactic data (such as verb complement types), but this older method of dictionary processing will soon be phased out completely. The latest version of the newer method is described in some detail in the next section, dictionary processing.
The EPISTLE user interface
The interface processor controls the user's session. It reads input text, passes it to NLP for analysis, and then displays the results. The user sees the system as a text editor with sophisticated enhancements.
Much recent work on programming and office automation systems suggests that multiple overlapping windows provide a natural model for the interaction between the user and the computer (e.g., see Ingalls6). Window location, size, texture, and color all play a role in associating and dissociating portions of the information. When combined with a flexible pointing mechanism, windows provide an easy-to-use interface. We have adopted that model in the interface to EPISTLE and have implemented the scenario described below on an IBM 3279 color terminal with a light pen.
The main window in the interface is white and displays the current state of the text. If the text is too large for the screen, only a portion of it is shown at one time. Appended to this window are mode indicators, essentially a window containing a menu, which allows the user to select the service to be invoked-spelling, grammar, or style checking. (The system does not currently include a spelling checker, but an available one will eventually be incorporated into it to form a complete text-critiquing package.) Figure 1A shows the screen that results from selecting grammar checking to be applied to a sample document. Notice that the GRAMMAR item in the mode window has turned yellow, suggesting caution because of potential grammatical errors. The erroneous words or phrases are highlighted in red within their original context.
The user focuses on one of the errors by selecting it with a light pen. Immediately, the other errors resume their background white color, and a new window appears in the vicinity of the selected error, overlapping the original document. Thisfix window contains a brief IBM SYST J VOL 21 NO 3 1982 At this point the user may take one of four actions:
1. Ignore the system's suggestion by selecting the red-highlighted text a second time. This action causes the system to treat the word or phrase as correct. (For personalized style checking, a future version of the system could store such a decision in its catalog of user preferences, to avoid signaling similar errors to this user in subsequent documents.) 2. Request additional information about the error by selecting the title of thefix window. The system responds with a help window which, depending upon the error type, contains (1) an expanded description of the error, (2) the system's strategy for producing the recommended fixes, or (3) a strategy for the user to apply in generating his own fix. If this action were taken for Figure lB , the result would appear as Figure 1 C . 3. Accept the system's determination of an error, and select one of the menu items in the fix window. The selected material replaces the red-highlighted text, and the system treats the result as correct. 4. Agree that there is an error but not wish to use any of the suggested fixes. In this case, the user may enter his/her own correction in place of the red-highlighted text, and the system will assume that the new text is correct.
When the error has been corrected, the red highlighting disappears from that portion of the text and reappears for any remaining grammar errors. Figure ID shows that when all grammar errors have been corrected, the GRAMMAR indicator in the mode window is displayed in green.
When the user selects SPELLING or STYLE, he/she goes through the same sequence of steps.
Dictionary processing
The dictionary contains information about words. The current dictionary processor is written in the EXEC-2 programming language, but an improved version is being done in PL/I. We now briefly discuss morphological processing, the form of the dictionary output, improved spelling checking, and fact identification.
Morphological processing
The morphological component takes advantage of derivational and inflectional regularities in the structure of English words to reduce the number of words that must be explicitly stored and to generate syntactic and semantic information that is predictable from word structure. The mechanism used is an extension of the one described by Amsler' for dealing with plural inflections on nouns. The extensions exploit some of the theoretical results of Aronoffs study' of word formation rules.
A simple example of the first benefit of morphological processing is that plurals for most nouns need not be stored explicitly, since they may easily be formed from the singular forms. The second type of benefit can be illustrated by the word complexity. If the stored data contains complex as an adjective and if there is a morphological rule that a word is an abstract noun when it has the form Adjective + ity, then we can generate the syntactic information that complexity is a noun and the semantic information that it is abstract.
Dictionary output for grammar processing
During the parsing of a sentence, the dictionary processor looks up each word and produces NLP records needed by the parser. For example, Figure 2 shows a portion of the records produced for some of the words in the sentence He knows Mr. Jones will prioritize it as well.
taken from the letter in Figures 1 A-ID. Only those attributes of the records that are relevant to our discussion have been included in the figure. In actual use, the dictionary provides much more information about these words. There are several points to notice about this.
Many words in English are ambiguous. The word "well" has multiple purrs of speech; it could be a noun ("John fell into the well"), an
adverb ("John sang well"), a verb ("Tears did well up in John's eyes"), or an adjective ("John got well in three days"). Another ambiguity can be seen for the word "will," which has multiple verb senses, one for the transitive verb ("John did will his fortune") and the other for the modal ("John will go"). Since the dictionary processor has no way of knowing which form of the word is appropriate for the input being parsed, it returns records for all of them. In most cases, the ambiguity will be resolved by the grammar, as described in the next section, grammar parsing.
The word "prioritize" is not stored in the dictionary. Rather, a morphological rule specifies that a transitive verb can be formed from a base noun ending in -y by removing the -y and adding -ize. Since the necessary base ("priority") is in the dictionary, the system determines that "prioritize" is a verb. The fact that it is transitive is signaled by an attribute that says that it takes an NP (Noun Phrase) complement.
In contrast to the basic infinitive form marked for "prioritize," the dictionary can determine that "knows" is a third person singular, present tense verb because of the -s inflection found on a base consisting of the verb "know." Note that, as far as the dictionary processor is concerned, the third person singular designation for this verb is independent of the same designation for the pronoun "he." However, as discussed later, the co-occurrence of words with such designations allows the grammar to check for subject-verb agreement in a clause.
Possibilities for improved spelling checking
Current spelling checkers produce a list of words that are close in spelling to some misspelled word and let the user make a choice. A shortcoming of this approach is that the lists frequently contain words that could not possibly be intended. Many words in such lists either have the wrong part of speech or are inappropriately inflected for the context in which they occur. For the misspelling "receieve," one such system produced the list: "receiver," "received," "reprieve," "retrieve," "reactive." In EPISTLE, the combination of a dictionary component that can analyze inflections and generate correctly inflected words and a parser that can analyze syntactic context and determine the permissible attributes of a misspelled word will allow correction lists that more closely match the user's intention. The capability for creating such lists, however, has not yet been developed.
Fact identification
Although the dictionary currently provides almost exclusively syntactic information, work is being done to augment it in the near future with some semantic information about the words. For example, nouns can have attributes related to animacy, time, place, or measure. This type of information would be helpful both in writing grammar rules and for identifying facts: either the name of something or the quantification of something in terms of time, location, or some other measurement attribute.
Identifying facts in a document has at least two important applications. First, the job of parsing text can be simplified somewhat by replacing a string of words with a token indicating the fact category. Thus, in the example letter of Figures IA-1D the string "Harold White, Dir. Staff Operations," could be replaced with a personname-title token, and "Dec. 1 7, 198 1 ," could be replaced with a date token. Such replacements would occur between dictionary processing and parsing.
The second application of fact identification is document-indexingthe characterization of a document in terms of a set of features or indices to be used to retrieve the document. (This is one of the longer-range objectives of the EPISTLE project.) Facts, being specific or unique references, provide an excellent base for supporting retrieval, since most queries have specific components-like places, names, and dates. However, fact-indexing provides a potentially much more powerful retrieval technology than present-day key-word-in-context methods since the fact identification algorithms would map potentially widely differing token strings into the same fact category.
Although fact identification has not yet been incorporated into the EPISTLE system, algorithms have been developed and tested for a comprehensive and detailed taxonomy of facts.'
Grammar processing
Grammar processing is the central component of the EPISTLE system. In this section, parsing is treated in some detail, followed by a description of the grammatical error diagnosis done by the system.
Parsing in EPISTLE
We now discuss what parsing of English sentences is, and then describe the way it is done in the EPISTLE system. Thereafter, the current system's coverage of English grammar is discussed, including the results of benchmark testing.
To parse means to break down a sentence into its component parts of speech with an explanation of the form, function, and syntactic relationship of each part. The component parts of a sentence include, first of all, its subject and predicate. The subject is the thing that the sentence is talking about, and the predicate is what is being said about the subject. (5) The modal verb "will" followed by a VP can be comblned into a new VP.
The new VP will indicate future tlme.
a new VP, with the NP becoming its (7) A VP followed by an adverb phrase direct object (8) The preposition "as" followed by also cornblnes into a new VP.
the adverb ''well" functions like the one-word adverb "also " (9) A preposltlon (such as "to," ''by,'' a preposltlonal phrase.
"as," etc ) followed by an NP forms (10) An NP followed by a VP, where the number of the VP agrees wlth the number of the NP (singular wlth singular, or plural with plural), can be called a VP, with the NP functlonlng as subject of the new VP. This rule forms a complete clause.
(6) A VP followed by an NP can become (consisting of a pronoun) "he." "He" has neither premodifiers nor postmodifiers. The postmodifier of "knows" is the VP containing the entire second clause of the sentence. That clause, in turn, has a head, two premodifiers, and two postmodifiers; the subject NP of this clause has one premodifier.
The EPISTLE parser can produce sentence outlines (called "parses" or "parse trees") like the one above for the majority of English sentences encountered in a large data base of business letters. In addition to the outlines, records for each sentence are constructed, containing information about the heads and modifiers of its component phrases. The information contained in these records forms the basis for the grammatical diagnostic work of EPISTLE. Figure 4 gives a set of simplified NLP decoding rules. The actual rules used in the grammar contain much more detail. This list includes the rules that would be necessary to produce the parse in Figure 3 . Terms that are on the left of the arrow, outside the parentheses, are the names of the sentence parts that are being put together. Terms on the left of the arrow inside the parentheses are conditions that must be met before the rule can be applied. The term on the right of the arrow outside the parentheses is the name of the sentence part being formed. Terms inside the parentheses on the right of the arrow specify how to create a record structure to describe the new segment being formed. The equal sign is the attribute assignment operator. be a noun ("John fell into the well"), the phrase in question could be parsed by Rule (9) to yield a prepositional phrase. The output from this second parse is shown in Figure 6 .
It is not clear how this parse might be interpreted by an English speaker. "Into the well" would be comprehensible, but "as well" (where "well" means the same thing as it does in "into the well")"? Clearly the grammar is in trouble here if its purpose is to produce a parse that will explain the functions and relationships of the sentence and its parts.
One way around this problem would be to use more of the information supplied by the dictionary and carried in the records. The noun "well" is a count noun. Therefore, it should not stand alone as it does in Figure 6 . If we are referring to one well, we must say "the well," or "a well," or "my grandfather's well," but not just "well." Therefore, the prepositional phrase in Figure 6 is not a possible construction in English.
A simple addition to Rule (9) in the grammar of Figure 4 can block the unwanted parse ( 
) PREP NP(MASS(HEAD) I PRMODS) -PP
The condition added here says that if the NP following a preposition has a head which is a mass noun, then it is acceptable, but if it does not, the noun phrase must contain premodifiers (like "the," or "a," or "my grandfather's''). Since "well" is not a mass noun and does not have any premodifiers, it will fail to satisfy the revised Rule (9) , and the incorrect parse in Figure 6 will never be produced. This example illustrates the kind of modifications that are regularly made to the EPISTLE grammar during its development.
The EPISTLE grammar must cover all the topics traditionally treated in a grammar book. There are rules that describe noun phrases, verb phrases, adjective, adverb, and prepositional phrases, subordinate clauses, participial phrases, and other typical topics of grammar. The current rules can identify the main sentence types: declarative, imperative, question, and exclamatory.
There are groups of rules that treat variations on basic sentence structures. For example, the sentence IBM SYST J VOL 21 NO 3might be varied by moving the final time phrase to the front:
Last SeDtember he wrote that reDort.
or even by moving the direct object to the front:
That report he wrote last September.
All of these variations have to be accepted by the grammar to result in structures that are different in their shape and in the ordering of their parts, but that reveal that those parts have identical functions and relationships.
The EPISTLE grammar currently contains about 250 NLP decoding rules for English. These rules are intended to produce what we call "a unique approximate parse" for each sentence. Such a parse may not always be semantically correct, e.g., some prepositional phrases may be attached incorrectly, but it is adequate for the critiquing tasks of the system.
A benchmark test of the parser was run in December 1981 on 2254 sentences from 41 1 business letters. Many of these sentences are long and extremely complex (the longest sentence contains 63 words). The average number of words per sentence was 19. The average processing time per sentence was 10 CPU seconds on an IBM 3033 computer, and the average working storage used per sentence was 150K bytes.
The grammar produced parses for 64 percent of these sentences (which was up from 43 percent six months earlier). Of the total, 41 percent had single parses, 11 percent had double parses, 11 percent had numbers of parses ranging from three to nine, and 1 percent had ten or more parses.
Although these percentages fall short of the near-perfect score that will be needed for the final implementation, the rate of improvement is strong and continues to be so. Furthermore, since the tested sentences had not been edited before processing, many of them contained grammatical, punctuation, or other errors, which prevented some parses that would otherwise have been obtained. Since EPISTLE is currently implemented in LISP, it is expensive both in time and in space. If these facts are taken into consideration, the performance of the EPISTLE parser seems quite satisfactory at this stage.
Grammar checking
The types of grammatical errors diagnosed by the current system are now presented; then the algorithm used to diagnose them is briefly described. We conclude the discussion with some types of errors that the current system does not handle.
consulting textbooks and authorities on English usage (e.g., Warriner currently and Griffith," Strunk and White"), and (2) by reading real business diagnosed correspondence and watching for stigmatized constructions. Both 1 methods have been used to collect the grammar problems that EPISTLE addresses. The EPISTLE critiques do not cover all possible grammar errors in English, but they do address those that are most often mentioned in the literature and most frequently found in the observed correspondence.
1
Most grammar errors violate important conditions in the decoding rules and prevent a sentence from being parsed. For example, consider how Rule (10) in the grammar of Figure 4 would interact with the sentence Your file and your note of correction does not contain proper information.
The condition on Rule (IO) says that the number of the subject noun phrase must agree with the number of the verb phrase in order to form a sentence. But the subject of the sentence is the conjoined noun phrase "Your file and your note of correction," which is plural, and the verb phrase "does contain" is singular. Therefore, this sentence 1 could not be accepted by Rule (IO), and it could be said that the sentence contains a grammatical error.
EPISTLE currently diagnoses five classes of grammatical errors: sion (should be is).
(should be wish).
me).
(should be whoever).
he).
Arthur Hill (should be me).
Class 3: Noun-modifier disagreement (a) These report must be checked by our trained personnel (should (b) Several of the misplaced memo were found in the files (should be reports).
be memos). (c) Such large group cannot be served in the allotted time (should be such a large group or such large groups). Jeffrey White (should be written).
Class 5: Nonparallel structures (a) We will accept the funds, send receipts to the payers, and crediting their accounts at the same time (should be credit). (b) Sorting equipment would save time, money, and provide greater control (should be save time and money, and provide. . .).
algorithm for
The EPISTLE system uses the following three steps to detect grammatgrammatical ical errors: error detection 1. Attempt to parse the sentence, using fully grammatical rules (where "fully grammatical" includes conditions on, for example, number agreement between subject and verb). Only sentences that fit the constituent class patterns and obey all conditions on the patterns will be parsed successfully. 2. If the sentence was not parsed in the first step, then try again, but this time with some of the conditions relaxed and with some additional rules. 3. If the sentence is parsed in the second step, then make note of what condition had to be relaxed and where in the sentence the problem occurred, and pass appropriate information back to the interface processor for display to the user.
The general approach stated here is similar to techniques described in Weischedel and Black'' and in Kwasny and Sondheimer.''
errors not
Although the current system can handle the five classes of errors currently previously listed, there are other types of errors whose detection handled requires information that the system does not yet have available. For instance, the phrase "the the standard operating procedure" is incorrect, because English does not allow repeated sequences of determiners (words like "the," "a," "these," etc.). But how about "the standard standard operating procedure"? It is difficult to be completely sure that "standard standard" is not a legitimate adjective phrase. Certainly "very very good" is acceptable English, although it may be questionable style in the business environment. So it is impossible to state generally that all sequences of identical words are grammatically unacceptable.
In addition to the problem of repeated words, there are three more categories of grammatical errors that the system does not currently handle well. These problems do not necessarily cause the parse to fail, but they do make it difficult to guarantee that the parse is correct.
3 . Too many intensifiers (e.g., "This seems like a very very good idea") The second stage in developing style critiques was to determine the ways of violating each principle. For example, the readability principle could be violated in several ways:
a. Too many words in the sentence b. Too many dependent clauses c. Too great a distance between the subject and the verb Given this expansion of a principle into classes of violation, the third step was to identify for each the specific grammatical cues that could be used to detect an instance of violation and its severity. For example, violation class c above has two obvious grammatical cues: the locations of the subject and of the verb; these can be identified as Loc(Subj) and Loc(Verb). Less obvious, perhaps, is the consideration concentrated effort has been on developing and testing the grammar. We are satisfied with our progress toward a grammar that will cover almost all sentences that appear in business letters. During this same time we have improved the underlying natural language processing 1 system and have demonstrated a capability for doing grammar checking and style checking. Also, a considerable amount of work has been done with an on-line version of a standard dictionary to produce the part-of-speech information that is used by the parser.
At present, we are working on several items toward the goal of 1 making an experimental version of EPISTLE available. We are implementing techniques for dealing with sentences that are only partially parsed by the grammar, and we are refining techniques for dealing with sentences that result in multiple parses.2' Then we have to expand the grammar-checking and style-checking functions from a demonstration level to a level of real usefulness. Along with this, work 1 on the dictionary is continuing, both to improve the access times and to provide more syntactic and semantic information.
As stated earlier, the underlying natural language processing system is being reimplemented in a more efficient language to reduce the time and space requirements.
1
In the longer term, in addition to handling whatever deficiencies are found by experimental use, we will increase the amount of semantic information that is available to the processor so that the system can diagnose the more difficult kinds of errors not currently handled. Critiquing at the paragraph level would also become possible if the system could represent the "meaning" of each sentence as a series of I related propositions and then assess their continuity by comparing them to known patterns of good exposition. We would also like to do the semi-automatic creation of first drafts, using some techniques discussed in Jensen." Eventually, there is the second class of applications mentioned in the introduction to be worked on, dealing with the
